Molded notch construction is available in lengths under 3,000mm only.

**Micro-V® Belts** Available in A, B, C and D sections.

**Hi-Power® II PowerBand® Belts**

Molded Notch belts use the same system of size and length designation as individual belts. Over or jumping off the sheave problems associated with heavily shock loaded drives using individual belts. PowerBand belts take advantage of a distinctive molded notch configuration. Using a single belt may replace three belts on open belts.

**Micro-V® Belts**
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**Hi-Power® II PowerBand® Belts**
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**PowerBand® Belts**
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**Poly Chain® GT Carbon™ Belts** Examples: 5GT10 12GT18 Belt 80GT 20 12GT18 Special

**PowerGrip® GT2® Belts**

**PowerGrip® Twin Power® Belts**

**Synchro-Power® Polyurethane Belts**

**Long-Length Belting**

**PowerGrip® and Poly Chain® Belting**

**Gates Mecatrol® Polyurethane Belting**
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